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Sustainable Processed
Food Packaging? Could
We Hear A Drum Roll?

An Employee Owned Company

SUN ORCHARD CASE STUDY

Today’s food and beverage
manufacturers have placed a lot of
attention on sustainable packaging
opportunities within the supply chain.
Most of the focus has been on
consumer and secondary packaging in
response to programs led by large

retailers or public relations pressures
from environmental groups. One
opportunity that seems to have been
overlooked is the intermediate packaging
generally used for ingredients,
specifically the steel drum with two
plastic liners. Although some ingredients

of sufficient volume have migrated to
larger bulk packages, some of which
have sustainable characteristics, the
ingredients that stay in 55 gallon
drums have largely remained in steel.

Units

Today, plastic is a viable option to the steel drum. Plastic drum pricing is becoming more and
more cost effective and a recent study funded by COEXCELL™ compared the environmental
footprint of steel and plastic and found that plastic drums were significantly advantaged.
Figure 1 summarizes the environmental
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This story will share the experience of one beverage
manufacturer and its efforts to leverage sustainability
opportunities in intermediate packaging; not only in the
pursuit of operational efficiencies and financial gain,
but also in the pursuit of becoming a role model for
responsible environmental stewardship.

On the surface these differences seem
subtle until you examine the options
more closely. By owning their own float
Sun Orchard eliminates a 3rd party
provider and some significant logistical
complexity. A typical truckload consists
of only 200 drums so moving drums
between the operation and a 3rd party
requires some planning, trucks and time.
Sun Orchard understands that once a
drum float is in place it becomes an
investment that is utilized strictly for the
operation that owns it and when
managed properly the drum inventory
can turn over more than once per year.
When a company chooses instead a 3rd
party drum provider the company locks
into a 1X inventory turn and subjects
itself to potential price increases and
questions of drum availability.

The Company itself is a remarkable operation that is focused on efficiency through all
aspects of its operation. It was founded in Tempe, Arizona in 1984 as a packinghouse
operation during the heyday of the Arizona citrus industry. When I asked Adam Isaacs,
Sun Orchard’s Director of Communications & Sustainability, how he would describe the
Company today, in a public meeting his response was:
"We’re a full-service manufacturer of premium juices, fruit-based beverages, and
delicious bar mixers. With production facilities in Arizona and Florida, our wide variety
of products are delivered coast-to-coast throughout the US and Canada at least once a
week to restaurants, bars, and hotels known for the high quality of their food and
beverages. We like to call ourselves "America's Independent Micro-Juicery" because
we also excel at developing customized juice and beverage solutions for foodservice
and retail customers under private labels as well as the Sun Orchard brand name. After
more than 25 years in the foodservice industry, we continue to pride ourselves on
superior quality and taste, innovative R&D, and personalized customer service. "
The food and beverage industry depends
heavily on steel drums to ship ingredients
from their many suppliers. It is estimated1
that the active float of steel drums are
those manufactured since 2003 and
consist of approximately 142 million
tight head drums and another 54 million
open head drums. Plastic drums are only
a fraction of the steel float and are
estimated to be anywhere from 10 to 15
million drums. Clearly the steel drum is
the current workhorse for food and
beverage companies.

There are two common drum float
options for beverage processors: 1)
Utilize a 3rd party vendor to manage the
drum float, which is usually made up
entirely of steel drums; or 2) Own and
maintain a float of drums, which can be
steel, plastic, or both. The first option is
depicted on the top of the drawing in
Figure 2. Sun Orchard chooses to own
the float of drums and maintain the
inventory on site as shown on the
bottom of Figure 2.

Sun Orchard calls itself “America’s
Independent Micro-Juicery” because of
its unique ability to produce customized
juices and beverages at a large scale, and
because it utilizes a “batch-by-batch,
made-to-order” manufacturing process
so that the juice products it creates
maintain their premium flavor and
nutritional value. The 55-gallon drums
are a key component of this process.
During the harvest season, Sun Orchard
squeezes and gently pasteurizes a
portion of its citrus juices into drums,
which then go to frozen storage.
Throughout the year, Sun Orchard then
blends the frozen juices to create a wide
variety of juices, beverages and bar
mixers for its vast array of customers.

#1 TYPICAL DRUM FLOW DIAGRAM

In the pursuit of operational efficiency,
Sun Orchard did not stop with just
owning a float of drums; they have
begun testing a new kind of drum. They
searched for a drum that would provide
them the efficiencies that they required
and they found it in a plastic drum,
the N55 from COEXCELL http://www.uscoxl.com/. The drum has slightly tapered
sidewalls allowing it to nest with other
drums like paper cups. The ability to
stack allows the plastic drum to be
stored utilizing less space improving
warehouse space efficiency by up to
75%. Nestability also has a significant
impact on space utilization in the
processing rooms where work-space
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1 Interview and email, Chris Plowman, Nov. 7, 2011, COEXCELL, Maumee, OH.

es by looking at materials, energy and
water used and by investigating CO2 and
wastes that are emitted during the life
cycles of each. On each and every score,
the N55 plastic drum system was
substantially superior. Figure 3 below
graphically depicts the comparison of
each package in the various dimensions of
the analysis. Although the global
definitions and metrics of sustainable
packaging were in considerable flux at
the time that the report was written,
these findings are sufficiently significant
that it is clear that the N55 plastic drum
will be superior to the steel drum with
respect to environmental sustainability
regardless of how the standards and
metrics evolve over time.
The report concluded that the plastic
drum is advantaged through reductions
in raw materials used, energy and water
Figure 3 Storage of plastic drums on the top compared to storage of steel on the bottom
used, CO2 emitted and solid waste
produced. Plastic drums are advantaged
through energy required for reconditioning
availability can often be an issue; and
In early 2010 Sun Orchard’s supplier of
and transportation. The N55 plastic drum
provides for a very safe storing configuration
plastic drums, COEXCELL contracted
is advantaged because very little
within the busy processing areas.
with Global Environment and Technology
reconditioning is required whereas there
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operator to inspect the drum for foreign
materials prior to filling. The plastic drum
does not require refurbishing during its
life whereas steel drums are often
refurbished a number of times. Perhaps
Boyd Beasley described it best when
speaking about cleaning and maintenance,
“Plastic drums are simply not a problem.
You wipe them down and they look like
new. Our experience is that they might
just last forever. We expect somewhere
around 12 to 14 years.”
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In terms of environmental impact,
the N55 plastic drum system is clearly
advantaged when compared to 55
gallon steel drums/wooden pallet
combination. The environmental
investigation compared the two packag-

2 N55FPS Product Proposition, Global Environment and Technology Foundation, April 6, 2010.
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When Sun Orchard had the
opportunity to review the
environmental results of
the plastic drum, they were
pleased but not surprised.
For Sun Orchard the
environmental study just confirmed what
they had experienced many times before.
When they stay on the path of improving
efficiency, then it is not unusual that the
final result improves everything operational, environmental and
financial results.

